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Varieties of rice from Tonkin selected and patronized by the Rice
Office in the eight provinces

The presont o puscle is a sort of catalogue of selected var-
ieties actually patronized by the Rice Office in Tonin. These
varieties come from a severe selection undertaken in 6 great nu.nber
of local populations frequently cultivated.,i In the eight provinces
of Vinh-yen, Phuc-yen, Son-tay, Bac-ninh, iAc-giang, Hai-duong,
Hung.-yen and Thai-binh 398 populations wpre gathered up (1). 621
types dere separated in the interior of these populations by purif-
ication. Only 65 types are actually patronized.

The aug.,ertation of yield being the primordial goal that the
selection must aim at in Tonkin. In the choice of patronized types
one kept track above all of cultuioal qualities proven first of all
on the test fields of provincial or regional rice Stations and then
controlled on the fields of collaborators from the Rice Office.
(text unclear). The commercial quality was not neglected and was
the object of studies effected at Hanoi in view of the local market
alnd in a certain measure, the c-V:,rt market.

The methods enployed for the amelioration of vegetal material
comprises, above and beyond the selection of local populations of
the province, the system of introduc'tion of foreign varieties to
the province which had quite sin ar aptitudes, which permitted to
obtain results truly deserving of attention. Finally, quite con-
siderable number of lines and ,f mixtures of lines was obtained by
pedigree selection of interesti.ng varieties; their study is not
terminated but one may hope from it a notable amelioration of the
material actually patronized.

(1) Without counting the glutinous rices and the mountain
rices which are the object of particular selectiann.
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Of 65 varieties described in this catalogue, 3 are constituted
by lines or mixtures of lines, 62 are of purified types:

55 are patronized in their own province of origin

7 do not originate from the provinces where they are patronized
(two of these are patronized at the same time in two different
provinces).

The present catalogue is far from being definitive.

In the eight provinces previously cited, the action of the Rice
Office extends in surface and in depth. Tests follow one after the
other. Where the varieties patronized do not satisfy, one researches
better adapted varieties. Where they have been satisfactory, one
searches to replace them by types or lines still more interesting'
The actual list will thus presently undergo additions and replace-
ments.

The Rice Office is already beginning to work in Ha-dong and
Nam-dinh. But the few varieties there that are actually patronized
were not carried in this catalogue because they only concern surfaces
of relatively little importance. The study of diverse rice zones
of these two provinces is actively pursued.

Also, do not expect in this catalogue selected varieties of
special interest whose pure seeds are sold, so to speak, on demand
by the rice stations and whose limited culture area does not jus-
tify an active propaganda:

Rice of the X month: precocious varieties: Som gi 6lab in Bac-
giang, semi-precocious Som sung Y2 at Bac-gia~g, Gie min 696 at
Bac-ninh, Gie canh 8 and 60j at Phue-yen, Gie hoa 56 at Son-tay;
seasonal varieties: Tam dee 151 and Ven 250 b in diverse provinces,

m ,o 54-0ab in Bac-giang; latc varieties Gie bun X in Bau-nih,
Bin XXI in Thai-binh and Gie nuoc Me-tri 509 in Ha-dong; perfumed
varieties: Tam thom 84a in Bac-ninh, Tam thom 15 in Phuc-yen, Tam
xoan XX in Thai-binh; varieties with very long grains: Saibuibao
K 38, Sarm deum K 36 in Son-tay and Bac-giang; rustic variety but
of low commercial value: Hom 88 in Hung-yen.

Rice of the V month: somewhat precocious varieties: Chiem som
149 and Chiem ech 257 in Bac-giang; variety resistant to somewhat
salty water Chiem bau 240 from Kien-an; long grain variety: Chiem
di 356 at Bac-ninh.

Finally, to call attention to a variety selected by the
agricultural services of Tonkin over a duration of several years:
Lua Canh-Nong who has showed itself to be interesting in certain

d•strIcts of the provinces of Vinh-yen, Phuc-yen, Bac-ninh, Ha-dong
and Son-tay. It will be carried in the next catalogue when its



election zones will be delimited.

The more complote catalogue to follow will comprise maps of provinces
where the possible extension zones of each of the patronized varieties
will figure. The delimitation of these already known zones in their
great lines need to be precised by se.i-industrial tests.

The use of the patronized varieties brings an augmentation of
the income of the rice field, from one side the fact of the increase
of returns that can attain in certain cases up to 20% and which main-
tains itself normally in the 5 to 10%, and from the other side, the
fact of the amelioration of the quality which gives to the product
an added value of 5 to 10% according to the regions. The rice grower
obtains thus, in utilizing the select varieties, without difficulty
and without supplimentary expenses, an assured and substantial ben-
efit.

The cultural and botanical characteristics of patronized var-
ieties were carried in the tables established by province. They are
the results of observations made in the Stations in the test fields
and with the collaborators.

Photographs of rice and paddy in natural grandeur allows one to
appreciate the form of the grain and its transparency as much as pos-sibl e.

Botanical characteristics must permit the classification of
varieties and their identity.

To class the varieties in simple groups, one utilizes absolute
characteristics generally of the type: presence, absence. These
characteristics of classification nust be ranged according to their
taxonomic value to establish a rational dichotomic key. However,
they do not suffice to identify the varieties. It is necessary to
adci to i.t oth... said . ... ..... of "deaription. Certain
of these are absolute but are found quite infrequently. Most of
them are relative and can be utilized according to standards or
principles established in advance.

The characteristics of classification utilized by the genetic
laboratory of the Rice Office in Saigon are the following:

1. Starchy or gummy grain;

2. Mutic, aristate, or barbate grain;

3. Caryopsis with red or white pellicle;

4. Grain with colored or non colored glumellae;

5. Grain with black point, or without black point;

6. Grain with round form and size, 1/2 round, 1/a long, long
or very long;
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7. Plant with colored or non colored sheaths.

8. Plant with colored or non colored auricles;

9. Plant with colored or non colored leaves;

10. ?'!ant with colored or non colored internodes;

J1. Plant with colored or non colored nodes;

12, Plant with colored or non colored leaf sheath articulation.

Certain authors incorporate in this list the characteristics
of length of husks and form of the glume. In Tonkin all of the
varieties have normal husks, except a few populations little cul-
tivated with long sheaths and lightly colored glumellas (type Gie-
canh 8) or colored (type Gie canh 604). The form of the glume in
the varieties of reduced form and size of grain a8 is most of those
of the Tonkinese delta is difficult to determine with exactitude.
The great majority have a straight glume. A few imported varieties
(Saibuibao K 38, Sarm deum K 36) and certain varieties of the High
Region have a giume clearly bent back.

One can thus stick to the utilized characteristics in Cochin
China. In addition one must remark that for the nearly totality of
varieties from Tonkin and in all cases for all of the patronized
varieties, the coloration of the apex is tied to that of the vege-
tative organs (sheaths, auricles, leaves, internodes, nodes, leaf
sheath articulation). In order to simplify the table, vegetative
characteristics were grouped in a single column. Besides, they are
less important than the seeding characteristics, the varieties
owing to be recognized according to their paddy.

The observation of the characteristics of conserved classif-
ication does not present ay difficulties.

The starchy characteristic is recognizable in the relative
transparence of the grain, in its behavior in boiling. The gummy
rices have opaque grains (still transparent when the drying was not
pushed) and give a gummy mass after boiling. The reaction to the
iodine that tints the starchy grains blue and the gummy grains red-
dish brown is characteristic for all doubtful cases. All of the
patronized varieties actually belong to the starchy group. The
selection of gummy rices had its beginnings later on.

The barbate characteristic must be envisaged from an absolute
point of view. If a variety presents a single grain furnished with
a more or less short barb, it is said to be aristate. All of the
patronized varieties are a•i-states. Their grains are normally mutic
but a few rare grains at the summet of the panicle have a short barb.
For the few varieties that have a higher percentage of aristated
grains, mention of it is carried in the "characteristics of des-

cription".
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The caryopsis (rice grain) of all of the patronized varieties

is without color (white pellit_ ). The selections began uniquely
With the varieties of this type (1). Certain varieties normally
present a pinkish brown pellicle wore or less thick, assimilated
for the white pellicle classification. This characteristic is
utilized for the identLfication even though it should be submitted
quite strongly to the conditions of harvest and drying.

The coloration of the glumellas must be envisaged in the
presence absence point of view, the relative coloration being util-
ized for the desc,-iption. The paddy of one variety is said to be
non colored when there is no trace of pigmentation on the gluMraitS.
There is sometines doubt, the pigmentation not being visible except
to the magnifying glass.

The coloration of the apex (extremity of the grain) is easy
to observe. For all of the patronized varieties, when the apex is
pigmentated, there is the presence of anthocyanin in the vegetative
organs. The normal form is the following: black violet apex, sheath
lightly colored violet longitudinally at the base, coloration that
is perceived better on the internal epidermis, auricle colored in
light violet (transient). Coloration of the leaves is normally
reduced to the simple border of the limb generally only towards the
top (deep violet). For the internode, the coloration is above all.
visible on the[•rt disengaged from the sheath of the leaf, under the
form of longitudinal bands more or less wide and more or less deep.
The coloration of the node is generally diffuse,pigments of black
violet points, sometimes very slightly accentuated (fine dust vis-
ible only under the magnifying glass). Finally, the leaf sheath
articulation forming two triangles opposed by the summet presents
a generally uniform coloration.

The dimensions of the grains from the paddy(2) of one variety
are subject to variation in a same panicle and likewise according
to the conditione of the surroundings. But the length and the width
vary in the same sense, their relation much more fixed can be con-
oidered ac an alsolute characteristic. The mensurations are made on
the micrometer gauge on 100 grasins or better,on 500 grains. If one
puts on a graph in abcissa the length of the grains and ordered the
width of it, the average dimensions are represpntdd y. a point. In
the ensemble the varieties of Cochin China have forms and sizes more

(1) The populations of red rices cover quite a large area.
T.ey were not included in the selections program: the amelioration
of the quality of purification is not actually interesting for these
varieties of low commercial value. But the study of certain populat-
ions resistant to saltiness or to excess water was undertaken.

(2) GUTSCHIN utilizes in his classification the dimensions of
caryopsis, easier to measure, the mensurations of paddy grains being
ebsct to caution duti to the fact of the presence of the glume.
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more dissimilar than those of Tonkin, the area covered by these
representative points on the graph is nearly double that of Tonkin.'
If one does not take into account the varieties of round form and
size that are very littlo cultivated (6 to 8% only of the surfaces
in culture) and depreciated on thc local and foreign market (grains
of -.ory smell form and size, frequent white body), the varieties
of Tonldn are classed in the forms and sizes 1/2 round (10% of the
cultures), 1/2 long and long (80% of the cultures). Bosides this,
it is necessary that the limits utilized in Cochin China to deter-
mine this form and sizeu(length on width relation: 2.25, 2.75.
3.25, an" ,. t) present the great inconvenience to fall in the mid-
dle of the groups of Tonkinese varieties very near each other aild
giving commercial kinds of locally well known rices.

In order not to be in contradiction with the curreht practice,
the following limits were adopted in Tonkin:

L < 2.40 round grain,I

2.40 __ 2.90 grain 1/2 round,
2.90 -- 3.40 grain 1/2 long,

S3.40 long grain.

These different characteristics (1) permits the establishment
of a dichotomous key. That which is utilized by the Genetic Lab-
oratory of Saigon comprises 15,360 cases, but certain cases are very
encumbered and certain combinations are unknown. In Cochin China,
1,815 gathered varieties occupy 88 cases, 2 cases contain 41% and
8 other cases comprise 44% of the varieties. In Tonkin, all of the
patronized varieties are distributed in 6 cases.

In the tables of botanical characteristics, characteristics of
descriptlon had been conveyed(l) relative to the paddy: form of
the glume, length and coloration of the husks, average dimensions,
pigmentations of the glumellas, ornamentation of the glumellas,
relatives to the rice grains: form, thickness of tegmanggrooves,
transparency, white body, and relatives tn the paricle.' The stud.,
of these characteristics leads to the following remarks.

The form of the glume is an importauit characteristic of
cultural classification in Tonkin. The varieties of Spring (V month)
have a very reduced glume, those of the rainy season (X month)
have a more pronounced glume. The curve of the glume is a difficult
characteristic to observe when it is very reduced.

The characteristics of the husk are easy to observe. The long
husks are special to the varieties called Gie canh; the colored husks
exis in certain populations named Hom.

(1) The study of these different characteristics is exposed
in a detailed manner in. tho in-tallme-nt CArcieso the Pc *Offic.,
--- Installment 3 (1937).

{A
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The dimensions of the grains vary greatly. But if the averages
are established for normal culture conditions--in the provinces where
these varieties are cultivated and patronized--they have a non-negli-
geable relative value.

The pigmentations of the glumellas are determined in comparison
with those of certain varieties taken as standards in separating
the coloration of the base and the voloration of pigmentations super-
imposed on this base.
light yellow base: 9-a Gie nuoc. 231-b Muon trang, 26 Bat ngeat,

246 Som muoi.

dirty yellow base: 582 Lua thong, 503 Hin do, 143 Gi da

yellow base: 218-a Hom, 230-c Hom mua, 88 Hom.'

golden yellow base: 540-b Tam coi, 880 Rice from Chau Yen-Son

bright yellow base: 218-b Hom, 627-d Hau leng,.

greenish grey base: 874 Paddy nep violet.

ocher base coloration 116 Ru thom, 35 Hin soc,
light yellow ocher: 77-b Tam xoan.

-- litht brown on base f30 Tam to, 138 Tam ruoi,
yellow ocher:: 28 Tam nho or Tam lun.

brown on yellow ocher 234-a Tam den or Giau den,
base 1224 Giau yang.

dark brown on base of •127-b Tam den.
yellow ocher:

-- black-brown on base of (923 Khau bong lai,
yellow ocher: 730 Nep lao van.

-- brown-violet coloration (625 Nep cau oong ni.
on base of light yel-)
lowl: r

-- dark brown on base of 880 Rice of Chau Yen-Son;
golden yellow: i

red-brown on base of 3
golden yellow: ý98o Be . 7 Hagiang.

red-brown on base of 1
light yellow: 161-b Ho Mo0.
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-- lightly burnt bread on (214 Gie,
a light yellow ocher base: 1219-b Tam thom,

L220-b Tam xoan.

-- burnt bread on a yellow (219-a Tam thom,
ocher base: 247-a Tam xoan,

L 150 Tam xoan.

-- dark. burnt bread on a 210 Tam xoan,
yellow ocher base: 209-b Tam thom.

-- black violet on a pale 917 Nep khoai.
yellow base:

-- letchi on a light yellow f 616-a So leng vu.

base:

-- black violet: t626-b Nep khau ca.

The glumellas are, moreover, less hairy, the sides are more or
less projecting. The patronized varieties do not present a special
characteristic on these two points. The rachilla can be more or less
curved.

The rice grain can be curved: characteristic of certain rices
of India. The one of the Tonkinese varieties is straight. The
tegmans of caryopsis can be of a pinkish brown color, thir; depending
often on the drying conditions and sometimes on the variety (Tam
lun 28, Lua: chim 241, etc. . .). Grooves more or less profound can
exist on the rice grain (necessitating a more extended machine fin-
ishing). The patronized varieties are normal to this last point of
view.

The transparence of the grain depends in part on the variety,
but it is sti-ongly submitted to the conditions of the surroundings;
the grain can be transparent, translucent or opaque. The white
body is an opacity that only affects one part of the grain; it can
be extcraal or internal, linear or extended, superficial or pro-
foun4. The grains of a same variety are moreover more or less
transparent. In general, types 1/2 round and round have a white
body, but they are sometimes stripped of it. Types 1/? long and
long are generally tra.nsparent, but certain years or in certain
rice fields they can be traislucent or with internal white body.
The varieties of the V month ordinarily lack transparency, but
there are exceptions.

The panicle can be tight or loose (separation of the clusters
of the panicle as a result of a swelling in the axilla of the secon-
dary rachis). The rachis caa be straight or sinewy. The nodes of
the panicle can be hairy or not. The inferior clusters can have
spikelkts beginning fTin the base (come fore~ign rice3) or only at
the e:xtremity. The grains can be distributed regularly on the
clusters or grouped (some rices from the high region). Finally,
the panicle can be, in normal conditions, short, average, or long



(varieties. gummy rices, rice of the high regions, Siamese rice
with long panicles).

Despite their great number, these characteristics of description
are often enough insufficient to identify with sufficient certitude
certain varieties and, above all, certain lines which. however,
present particular biological aptitudes. Also the study of seccon-
dary supplementary characteristics called "small characteristics"
was undertaken in the Genetic Laboratory of Saigon just as at Hanoi.
The works effected on the other cereals showed that almost all of
the cultural characteristics have their correspondance in the sowing.
Thus it must bo .asible to find equally for the rice interesting
distinctive small characteristics.

It is necessary to note that varieties very near one another
were conserved; they correspond to zones u." different elections.
The semi-industrial tests and the controls )f returns will precise
if the appreciations given by the cultivators are justified and
if reductions can not be operated.

The present catalogue is noL a "general catalogue of rice
varieties of Tonkin". Certain personalities of the agricultural
milieu expressed the desire to see the Rice Office estah"'sh this
general catalogue and give an official naine to all of varieties.
The establishment of such a document is not a simple . The
number of varieties is considerable. The prospectiou.d effected in
depth in the delta and in the middle and high Tonkinese region
make new populations appear. On the other hand, selection works
effected in the differenlpopulations make new types or biological
lines constantly appear. If one wanted to content himself with a
gross commercial classification of cultivated principle varieties,
he would present himself with no difficulty. But if one wants to
establish a serious catalogue of cultural varieties it is necessary
to be prudent. The more the genetic works follow each other, the
more they show that it is necessary to avoid gross assimilations
and hiAsty identiftcatnon-, particularly in relying ujn local de-nc--
inations.

In other respects, in the research of populations there has
appeared quite a great number of little cultivated varieties of
cultural and low commercial interest, and on the other hand the
purifications permitted to disengage secondary typea that revealed
themselves without a future. Finally, the comparison of neighboring
populations on the test fields brought attention to their unequal
value. The multiplication and the diffusion of the patronized var-
ieties contribute to eliminate the nopulations without interest.
There results from it, thus, at an -xpiration more or less brought
nearer, a reduction of the number of varieties.

Denomination-==Local Clansification

One has conserved in the patronized varieties their local denom-

inations. One must not accord more value to these names than they
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have. One finds, in effect, just as in Cochin China, varieties of
different aptitudes known under a same vocable. On the other hand,
varieties appearing identical from a cultural point of view are
known under different names in villages or neighboring regions when
it is not in the sa.ne village. however, there exists in the ensemble
a local classification, which without being precise and exact, reposes
nevertheless on certain bases. The groups locally constituted cor-
respond to a size and form or to the color of thQ husk, or to partic-
ular cultural aptitudes or to many of these characteristics at the
same time. It seemed interesting to bring together the patronized
varieties of great local groups, to give the characteristics of
these groups and their limits generally none too precise. These
groups correslkond to the most cultivated populations, The groups
with little importance (notably the groups of round little grains.
Cut in the V month, Gi in the X month) have not been described.'

Varieties of the V month (very reduced glune)

GROUP OF TEP, CAU, GIE -- GRAIN 1/2 LONG WITH CLEAR HUSK

Absolute length varying generally from 7 mm. 9 to 9 mM. 20,
exception made for certain populations of Nam-dinh, Ninh-binh:
Tep giai, Tep to, with longer grains.

To this group of varieties thus characterized belong numerous
populations cultivated in all of the delta, frequently enough in
middle land, sometimes low, poor or rich. The populations of this
group are appreciated from the commercial point of view and their
culture extends at the expense of the populations of the other groups.,
The principle denominations under which these populations are known
are the following: Tep, Gie nam, Cau (Chau in certain regions of
Ninh-binh), Giong, Soi, Haiphong, Saigon, Ngau, and sometimes Chanh
(Vinh-yen, Phuc-yen, Son-tay, Thai-binh) without it being a fact of
difference among these diverse names.

In this group, one finds varieties, with apex and with vege-
tative organs colored or non colored. The colored forms and non
colored forcns geaarally present themselves in a Mixture i& the pop-
ulations. Even more they seem to hybridize themselves easily enough
between themselves and the reappearance of eliminated forms is
frequent enough in the purified types. The patronized varieties
belonging to this group are the following: Chiem nam 224, Chiem chanh
225, Soi 226, Tep 212, patronized at Vinh-yen; Chiem chanh 205 and
Cau 239 patronized at Phuc-yen; Ngau 12, Chiem chanh 162 patronized
at Son-tay, Cau 268 and 269 mixture of lines and Top 199 patronized
at Bac-ninh; Cau 245, Gie 258, Cau 264 patronized at Bac-giang. This
last variety being patronized also in the *ro2rl:._e of Hai-duong
with the Giong chiem 351. At Hung-yen the Tep Saigon 229 and Hai-
phong 306 are patronized; at Thai-binh, the Chiem chanh 290, To-
top 275 and Cau chiem 317; be it the total of 20 varieties. Among
these varieties, only the 225 and the 12 are with apex and olored
vegetative organs, the 12 being with a finer grain. All of the other
varieties are quite close to one another and distinguish themselves

S _ al .....• ........ . .......-...... ... .-• ............ .at _ • ..... I' l ...



by their size and form (Cf. table of botanical cnaracteristics).
Certain varieties having nearly identical botanical characteristics
were conserved , however, being appreciably different from the cul-
tural point of view.

GROUP OF SAI DUONG-- GRAIN 1/2 LONG WITH COLORED HUSK

Absolute length varying generally from 8 mm.20 to 9 mm.30.

The varieties of this group are of similar commercial quality
of the preceeding ones, but they occupy in the delta culture sur-
faces clearly less important and cede place to the light husk var-
ieties. They are suited to semi-low and low rice fields, rich and
somewhat rich, but often enough they cultivate themselves also in
middle rice fields (Chiem ru to Son-tay, Chiem chanh to Hai-duong,
etc.. . *). One finds in this troup varieties resistant to beating
down, which is appreciated in the V month. But, on the other hand,
one frequently finds fault with an elsvated proportion of empty
grains. These empty grains having less deep husks are more visible
than in the varieties with light husks; the proportion is often no
stronger than in this last group. The populations are known unjer
the names: Sai duong, Chiem chanh, sometimes Chiem ru, rarely
Chiem dau and Tam.

The populations of this group present in general, as in the
preceding group, a mixture in variable proportion of types with
colored or uncolored vegetative organs which are se;:arated in the
patronized varieties. The patronized varieties classed in this
group are Sai duong 109 patronized at Bac-ninh and Bac-giang, Chiem
ru 337 patronized at Son-tay, Chiem chanh 198-a patronized at Hai-
duong and Chiem chanh 234 patronized at Hung-yen. These four var-
ieties have apexes and colored organs. For 337, coloration over-
flowr from the apex in a washed out tint on top of the glumollas.
109 presents quite long barbs. This variety, like 198sa has a slightly
dissymetrical glume, a glume more projecting than the two others.

GROUP OF BAU-- GRAIN 1/2 ROUND WITH LIGHT HUSK

Absolute length varying generally from 7 ms.30 to 8 mm.40, except-
ion made for a few populations with longer grain.

The varieties of this group known nearly everywhere under the
name of Bau, rarely under the name of Soi and of Horn occupy a cul-
ture area which is not very important. Their commercial quality is
clearly inferior to that of the varieties of the two preceding
groups fromn the fact of the presence of the more or less profound.
white body. They are generally suited to the rich and fairly rich
rice fields of a lesser altitude than those reserved to the Sai-
duong, Chiem chanh but one cultivates them quite frequently in mid-
dle rice fields. One finds in this group rustic populations adapted
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to acid earth (Thai-binh), to salty earth (Kien-an) and to certain
poor regions (Vinh-yen).

The populations of this group present equally a mixture of
types with colored or uncolored vegetative organs which are separ-
ated in the patronized varieties.

The varieties 1/2 round with colored husk are very rare.

The patronized varieties Bau 160 and 157 patronized at Son-
tay, 49 patronized at Hai-duong and 122 patronized at Vinh-yeki. Only
the first of these varieties presents the apex and the uncolored
vegetative organs. The completely colored other three clearly dif-
fer from each other by their size and form (Cf. tables of botanical
characteristics).

Varieties of the X month (vyry pronounced Slume)

TAM GROUP -- GRAIN 1/2 LONG WITH COLORED HUSK

Absolute length varying generally from 7 mm.60 to 8 mm.80.

Some lines issues of Tam can IXa are of a clearly greater
length:: paddy and rice are of long form and size.

Known under the common name of Tam, the varieties of this
group which are seasonal varieties cover vast areas, above all in
the North of the delta, notably in the provinces of Vinh-yen, Phuc-
yen, Bac-ninh, Phulang-thuong, Son-tay and North Ha-dongo They '-e
suited to middle rice fields and somewhat rich, certain varieties
being better adapted to poor soils than others.

According to the regions the populations carry different names:
Tam !un, Tam xoan, Tam nho, Tam nho, Tam trang, Tam cao, Tam caa, -
Tam muon, Tam coi, Tam nghen, Tam do, Tam lap, Tam deo, Gie noi,
Gie do, etc.

The patronized varieties belonging to this group are the follow-
ing: Tam lun I, Tam xoan 19, Tam lun 2E patronized at Vinh-yen, Tam-
xoan 4, Tam trang\5, Tam noi 1, patronized at Phuc-yen, Tam cao VI,
Tam lun IV, Gie noi 33b patronized at Son-tay, Tam can IXa, Tam can
IXa mixture of lines, Tam xoan 77a, Tam muon 547 patronized at Bac-
ninh, Tam muon VIIdl and VIId2 patronized at Bac-Giang, all of these
provinces being situated in the North of the delta. These diverse
varieties distinguish themselves (Cf. tables of botanical character-
iotics) by their relative dimensions, particularly Tara can IXa mix-
ture of lines and equally by differences which are quite sLight, in
the coloration of the glurmellas, in the conformation of the panicles
(VIIdl and 33b a little more lax), by the coloration of the pellicle
of the carypis (notably 28 of rose color). In that which concerns
the conformation of the glume, the varieties # I, IV, VI, and IXa
mixture of lines present quite a projecting glume, the extremity of
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the inferior giumella being often more elongated than the other one.'
The varieties # IXa, 19 and 28 would present this same characteristic
even though the glume might be less projecting, whereas for all of
the other varieties the two parts are of the same dimoeusins.

The Ru XIIc variety lightly perfumed, patronized at Hai-duong
.Ls also connected with this group. It clearly distinguishes itself
from the preceding ones by the apex and the colored vegetative organs,
by the very white pellicle of its rice grain which is very corneous
and transparent.

To this vexy importaMt group of Tam, one can add to it three
sub-groups:

Tam thom: grains of a pretty yellow or seasonal varieties,

Tam xoan- very deep ocher grains, late varieties,

Tam den: grains with a brown coloration on a yellow base,
late varieties.

The Tam thom and the Tam xoan are varieties of great commercial
value that give the very best rice of Tonkin tested by the following
qualities: small grains, fine, very corneous and transparent, per-
fumed and tender with boiling. They require middle lands, fertile,
and very fertile or strongly smoked rice fields. It is for this
reason and it is also by their quite great adherence to straw which
occasions a more laborious picking that they are only cultivated on
restricted areas. Let us notice that in certain regions which give
to an ordinary Tam the usurped name of Tam xoan in the goal of sel-
ling it at a higher price (Vinh-yen, Phuc-yen, Bac-ninh).

The Riica Office aolected Tam thom (Tam thomr 84b from Bac-
ninh and Tam thom 15 from Phuc-yen) and some Tam xoan (Tam xoan XX
from Thaimbinh) but does not make the "Small Multiplication" from
it because of their weak culture bed. It only furnishes the seeds
on demand.

The Tam den, sometimes called Gie den, and sometimes Tam nuoc
are of current commercial quality and are suited to relatively low
rice fields. They are not widespread at all but occupy in certain
regions, notably in Ha-dong, quite important areas. They support
an excess of water well and certain varieties can resist without
great inconvenience a submersion for a few days. The Rice Office
will be able to furnish next year to the public seeds of the selec-
ted variety 234b Tarn don from Ha-dong.

GROUP OF VARIETIES WITH LIGHT CHAFF

1. -- Som Group-- precocious varieties

The great majority of precocious varieties (of the rains sea-

son) belong to this group. The varieties with colored chaff

I!
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(BMa giang, Man gia, Som pay) are little Cultivated. The grainsare generally of the type 1/2 long. Length variable from 7 mi.20to 8 mm. 40. Certain ones (Gie 57) belong to the long type. on
the other hand, others have quite thick grains (Som sung, Gie son,
Gie ce~nl), This group of varieties comprises very precocious var-ieties, precocious, and semi-precocious. They give in general a
rice of first quality, very fine, very transparent, particularlyappreciated on the local market and on the Chinese market. Theyare suited to very high rice fields, high and semi-high quite Door.Their culture bed has a certain importance only in the provinces of
Vinh-yen, Phuc-yen, and Bac-giang. The most commonly used names are:SoM gi, Sou cau, Som dau, Sou lun, Sou giai, Danh, Mung, Lau, Mo.The denomination Gie is also Utilized. (Gie hoa).

The patronized varieties belonging to this group are the follow-ing: Gie hoa 24 and Danh II patronized at Vinh-yen -- Sou gi 14 and
Lua chim 241 patronized at Phuc-yen, Gie 57, Gie hoa 527, Sou cau 70a
and 70b patronized at Bac-giang. These varieties distinguish them-selves by their size and form (Cf. tables of botanical characteris.tics), the coloration of the pellicle. The panicle of Gie 57 ismore lax, even more its glume is clearly projecting and slightlydiesymetrical. The other varieties have the two parts of the glumesensibly equal.

II. -- Group of seasonal and late varieties
In this group one distinguishes late varieties with a fine

grain, long or 1/2 long, generally known under the name of Gie nuocor Gie bun. Certain populations of this group give a very apprec-
iable rice (Gie nuoc from Mletri). They are normally snited to '-wand semi-low lands. One cultivates them on the border of basin-
shaped valleys and in the low grounds of the North delta just as theone does the equally late varieties named Hien or Hop, but whichhave thicher grains, 1/2 long or 1/2 round. Finally, in the lowdelta one finds seasonal or late varieties with light chaff, butwith grains 1/2 long or 1/2 round, often wide wi-th a great internalwhite body, named Chieu trang, Giong trang, Hin, Muon trang, etc..generally cultivated in middle and low regions.

The patronized varieties belonging to this group are thefollowing: Gie hien 48 and HopVa patronized at Son-tay, Giong trang18 6a and Chieu trang XIXc patronized at Thai-binh. These varietiesdistinguish themselves by their size and form (Cf. table of botanicalcharacteristics). The 48 is more aristated and its glume is moreprojecting. Tho 186a quite frequently presents great brown pig-mentations on its glumellas of which the base color is light yellcw.

GROUP OF GIAU -- GRAIN 1/2 ROUND WITH COLORED HUSK
Average length variable generally from 7 mam.80 to 8 mm.80.Some populations are 1/2 long.

This group in the low delta covers vast areas. Its rice is of
a lesser commercial quality than that of Tam, because of the whiteI
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more or less pronounced body. In the regions situated at the limit
of the high and low delta (North of Hung-yen and of Hai-duong) the
size and form becomes refined and tends towards the type 1/2 long.
The most current names are: Giau trang, Giau nghe, Giau ca cuong,
Giau lun, Giau hen, Giau bat nao, Giau cao, Giau mo vit. Giau tay co,
etc. .. They are seasonal varieties that are suited to average
(middle) rice fields, rich or somewhat rich.

To this group is attdched the quite important sub-group of
Giau den which is suited to the deep rice fields and which the Rice
Office does not patronize because of their red pellicles.

The patronized varieties of the Giau group are the f,'l!o*ing:
Giau nghe 154, Giau ngho 558, Quang nghe 125 patronized at Hai-duong,
Giau muon XXIII, Giau lun 194a, Giau bat nao 188a and Giau hen 193
patronized at Thai-binh, Giau cao 89b, Giau trang XI line 12 patron-
ized at Hung-yen. These last two varieties are of the type 1/2 long,
the 89b being the longest. The other patronized varieties are dis-
tinguished by their dimensions (Cf. table of botanical characteris-
ties).' The 154 has a more refined and shorter straw than the others,
the 194a has a higher straw. The 89b, XI line 12, XXIII, 558 and
194a have a generally dissymetrical glume, the extremity of the infer-
ior glumella being a little more elongated than the other one.'
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SELECTED AND PATRONIZED VARIETIES
FROM THE PROVINCE OF VINH-YEN

They are exactly 10 in number,

Varieties of the V month: 5 patronized varieties. Four of
them were chosen among 26 purified types originating from 12 local
populations gathered up (7 different names ). The fifth patronized
variety (Tep ban 122) is a native of the province of Thai-bith and
underwent with success the tests of comparison and yield.

Varieties of the X month: 5 patronized varieties. They were
chosen among 22 purified types originating from 21 local populatione
gathered together (18 different names).'

-_..
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-CULTURAL CWARCTERISTýrCS OF THE VARIEPIESI 'I Quantity of 6

General No NA NATURE OF THE t
0 RICE FIELDS j~jjgpgj Nursery

where the variety 1 hectare
is cultivated and

__ Iarea of extension

middle and semi-low rice fields, days

225 e chanh; rich and rich enough with I or 2 days

harvests--Yen Lac, Vinh-Tuong,
Tam-Duong.

122 Tep bau semi-low, profound rice fields,
somewhat rich and rich with 1 or 26
harvests--Yen Lac, Binh-aayen -- 65 kg. 60 to 7

Variety introduced from Thai-Binh.

224 Chism mam 'middle r.f. (rice field&) of average6 5 k.. 60 to 75
richness with 2 harvests--Tam-Duong6
and Binh-Xuyen.

S226 soi middle r.f. somewhat rich and rich
2 harvests--Binh-Xuven, Tam-Duong 65 kg. 60 to 75

I I

212 Tep middle r.f.&semi-low of ave"araerichness
1 or 2 harvests TamnaDuong, Vinh Tuong, 65 kg. 60 to 75

Yen-Lac.

24 Gia hoam high r.f. rich with . harvest
Binh-Xuyen, Tam Duong 45 kg. 40 J.

II Dan high r.f., poor and somewhat rich -

1 or 2 harvests--Tam-Duong.r 45 kg. 40 Jl

19; Tam xoan middle r.f. rich and somewhat rich
' )2 harvests-- Tam-Duong, Vinh- 50 kg. 45 J.
Tuong

Tam lun middle r.f. quite poor and quite
rich enough with 1 or 2 harvests 50 kg. 45 J.
Tam-Duong, Vinh-Tuong.

28 Tam nho ,r middle and semi-low r.f. rich
Tam lun enough and rich; I or 2 harvests 50 kg. 45 J.

Vinh-Tuong, Yen-Lac, and Tam-Duong.

~~1
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SELECTED A-D PATRONIZED VARITIES
FHOM THE PROVINCE OF PHUC-YEN

They are exactly 7 in number.

Variety of the V month: 2 patronized varieties. One of them
was chosen among 10 2 urified types originating from 4 local pop-
ulations gathered together (three different names). The other,
Chism oau 269 is a native of Bac-ninh and underwent suceesafully
the tests of comparison and yield.

Variety of the X month: 5 patronized varieties. Four of them
ware chose:. 1mong 28 purified types originating from 21 local pop-
ulations gathered together (17 different names). The fifth patro-
nized variety is foreign to the province: it showed itself
auperior to the local varieties in the comparative tests.

M
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c~aWACTERISTICS OF DESCRIPTION
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CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VARIETIES
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SELECTED FR~OM THE PROVINCE OF PHUC-YLN
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Indicated yields can be obtained under normal conditions. In
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SELECTED AND PATRONIZED VARIETIES FROM THE
PROVINCE OF SON-TAY

They are exactly 10 in number.

Varieties of the V month: 5 patronized varieties. They
were chosen among 32 urified types originating from 13 local
populations (7 different names).

Varieties of the X month: 5 patronized varieties, They
were chosen among 28 purified types originating from 25 local
populations (21 different names). One of these patronized var-
ieties is a native of the province of Ha-dong. It showed itself
to be superior to the local varieties in the comparative tests.
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BOTAN~ICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VARIETIES
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FROM TEE PROVINCE OF SON-TAY
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CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VARIlETIES

NATURE OF THE RICE FIELDS .uantiy 0 1)uratuon
Ge, AMS where the variety is cultivated 'deeds util of the
No fte and area oil extension ized to p1 nt Nursery
Varieties hectare

I Chiem bau l-ow a-nd aegelwriico Ids
fertile, argiilosiliciouz--Phuc-T 0,
Thach-That, Quoc-Cai, Quang-Oall 70 kg. 55-65 dmoqu
And Tung-Thien--Very widespread yei-
iety currently cultivating itself
in rich enough r.f.j__________ -

160 Chiem ba-x-d _______ 70 ks. id.-
ndd il2 T~i eor - ar6] Ic ons

12 Chiemnitga or argillosilicious, of average f' r-
tility--Phue-T'no, Tung-Thien, Tha: 1- 70kg, id.4

That--Quite widespead variety cu 4 f

~ ~ Uhietn chaently cultivating i' -l in middJ) . :_________

33? ru --i
Lilicious, quite fertile, in Thach-
ýhat and Quoc-Oai--Little cultiva tad id
yarlety, cultivates in quite rich 7,.1?. g. i.

- _______ cot to but of good q ity.,

48 Gi hienMiddJ~e and semi-low r.f., argillot
48 Gi hien silicious, quite rich, in PhucaThD,,

'Lhach-that, Quang-Oal, Dan-PhuongI

Mnd Hoan-Long, Quite widespread vai'- 50 kg. 45-? dads

Hop 11P kiddle and semi-low r *f., argillo 1il
i~cious, quite rich, in Phuc-Tho, Thach-
r hat, Quang-Oai, Quoc-Oai and TunL .50 kg. id.!_I ~a vqM

331jb Gie-noi Middle r.f., sillico-argilicious lor
Lrgillos~i! icious, of avernge fert~liity

n Phuc-Tho, Thach-That, quoc-Oai.ý
nd Tung-Thien (Son-Tay), Dan-Pnu ng 50 kg. id.
nd floai-Duc (Ha-dong North)--Widc-

VI Tam cao 4iddle r.f., argi~llosilicious or
illicoargilicious, of average fei-

ýility in Phuc-Tho, Tung-Thien, Qtang-Oai.

IV ram lurt -id- j 50 kgý id,
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PATRONIZED BY THE PROVINCE OF SON-TAY
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The indicated yields can be obtained under normal conditions. In
practice, they can be inferior or superior in more unfavorable
situations or in richer lands.
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SELECTED AND PATRONIZED VARIETIES FROM THE
PROVINCE OF BAC-NINH

They are exactly 8 in number.

Varieties of the V month: 4 patronized varieties. Three
of them were chosen among 2C purified types originating from
15 local populaticns (8 different names). One of these patronized
varieties (269a Cau) is constituted by a mixture of interesting
lines (choice among 46 lines). The fourth .1atronized variety is
a native of the province of Thai-binh; it showed itself superior
to the other )Ical varieties in the comparative tests.

Varietiise of the X month: 4 patronized varieties. They
were cho3en i.rricng 57 purified types originating from 44 local
populations "'25 different names). One of the patronized varieties
is constitu-6ud by a mixture of interesting lines(choice among
24 lines).,

_ . . .- . .. . .. . . . . . . . ..p. . . . -



L/-GRAPHIC NOT RE1'RODUCIBLI4

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VARlIETIES

VI~hit. .. A RACI'I :-I~S DEI CLAWP IICATI1 N

s~ic~a'nc ~iiiiic Igrhe lanchrc oiu non ou non Io~Au

j It w

208 Cits li~trnM.' n Aniidon. 'JArIsIkc MIanche IA-Wre- Incolore so ilinau
flVFIKI2nient

colirtei,

269-am CAu m~lange de Tonm-Stni Id . il, Id, ii. id.

I9 T~p unTi Id. Ill 11 Id. Id. Ill.

10O Sit at1feng Iaoinan-Uc Ill. i Ado~rer% (tjlor6 id.

Variil~s du

IX.'u Tnim cq (Iypeý Ven-L-Ang i i. id. ~i. Id. Inculoreý On2 onguil

lX.. TOaM C~n Iance- id. id. Id. Id. Id. Id. longue
Imngc dc fig.)

177- TAino %ofn id. al hId Ill. Ill Id. ar tensue

547 Tim muon IDU.Lnica ill. Id. Id. Id. Id. Id.



GRAPHIC NOT hE"PRODUCIBLE

PATROQNIZED BY THE PR~OVINCE OF BAC-NINII

~II

I-& , I lght gel Ow ,.

1nee. Pu pro. Nor- M 2611 hune ai r IllIelcuic Wian- Noir. Pigmetnation&
WM~c U awacil Mille&, chc, tra ce 106 ligiires s .r le

ventre blaniv corps dca
* '~r < i-fglumelles

Ill, id. bill 250 Id. Ill. 1(d, Id.

Id. id~. I92A 2491 id. PeI~itile~ 11181- Ii. d

CAIC.t Id. (I) MS 81 olmWitti t
Cu~rd~kI.bruilic sirI grains A bnirbeJ

4 CniI jti' s.-vez Iongue%

'Trispro. Id. 831 26? orln/Plitl a d
lorn n. c brim fmricec he. qmIc~qImc'.

sur fond pe~tits %vcnlrtm

Id. id. Id. 917 243 iii. 'ItII ,id.

-Id ii d, Id. 949 204 Colornilom iii. lit
brtunm bumr 1

fond Jantin
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Id. id. id. 8wa 260 (olipralkimn 11id. a
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CUL'TUR•AL CHARACTERISTICS OIF THE VARIETIES "

No. oZ the where the variety is cultivated ceds uti .zed

~~~e_ n.1A4 

~

arietins and the extension area t plant Duration
hectare of th~e

_ ,, • --- • _ ursory
268 Cau middle or semi-low r.f., rich or Ot ur e ro

somewhat rich, sandy, sandy or argil-

laclous clay--Variety cultivated in 1 56

Bac-Ninh North and a part of South

69- Cau (mixture Id- 552 k 60 days
l ~ ~f lrinesH_

199 ITep middle and semi-low r.f., quite rich,
sandy c]ay--Varicaty quite widespread
i~n Zouth-East Bac-Ninh 52 •. 60 days

SI
109 Sai duong low or semi-low r.f., rich or very.

rich sandy clay--Va'iety introduie6d
by Thai-Binh, susceptible to diff 'sion
,in South-East Bac-Ninh| 54 . 60 days

IX-a Tarn can I high and middle r.i., rich or
purified type quite rich, sandy or sandy clay

- -Varietyultivated in North Bac-Ninh

IX-a! Tam can high and middle r.f., rich, sandy

mixture of lines or sandy clay. 'hi.s mixture of
lines more entirred than the %urified
Tarn can typo by it.; more extended grains
apd it3 suw orior commercial quality id i
is susceptible to advantageously id. id,

roplace this last oae. Culivat!ed.

77-a Tam xoan High and middle r. f., rich or
q•Jite rich, sandy or sandy clay- id. id.
Variety cultivated in North Bac

!?547 Tam muon ugh and middle r.f., sandy o)"
rgi] lacioub, rich or quite rio

Chitivated in the dictrict of Tu-
ton, and a part of 64a-Lam id. id.

I U'

r- - _________ ____



- GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE,
PATRONIMh BY THE JRQVifOXCE OF BAC-NINU
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V

SELECTED AND PATRONIZED VARIETIES FROM THE
PROVINCE OF BAC-GIANG

They are exactly 12 in number.

Varieties of the V month: 4 patronized varieties. Threeof them were chosen among 53 purified types originating from15 local populations (9 different names). The fourth patronizedvariety is a native of the province of Thai-binh; it showed it-self to be superior to the local varieties in the comparative tests,'

Varieties of the X month: 6 patronized varieties. Theywere chosen among 78 purified types originating from 65 localpopulations (77 ell-rffernt names).

W OW.



GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE
BOTAIVICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VARIETIES

N *dc Ii de il~i Riudu~;Xi qeIu~~ce(u px onde
J ~~~~~ I~1 141' jiii flIeii miug IIIi2o d

.;,i oil~li I .r rntl~ iior,4 1-2 lon.
hi .II*I Iglaail~ le~lic blanche ou ilion ou nul u

IIulci * 7 ,-~-r-r\' longise

24 Ia I d.

2:8 Gl IjinhA i fl il

KT, 11,'

Ic I ~ VariuOi. du

fleuse menil
colortiem

70, &,, c ju Soo-Glia ill. jul d.t Id. ia. id.

8ielTin m o IlNum. rn g id. IdI. id. G *ore Ii. 141,

1O k i~~~DMn-Uc e, elur Ciord. dT. II.IQ,



GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE

PATRONIZED BY THlE PR~OVINCE OFBCGIN
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GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLL
CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS CF THE VARIETIES

:Rio

X'.A Mill.: DES ilidzil'F,

,a varr~lA c.%( eu vc

JZ 1A rf i4 rc'Uo ý

261 ciiu 'AVerage, rich or quite rich rý f, okg. (4) o 70

f., thick arable bed--Lang-Giaag. J,,ur-

2ii tiau average r.f., thin arable bed,' Il. 1,I.I

poor--Viet-Yen, Yen-The, Hiep-

Boa.

average r.f. of average richness
Poor zone of Lang-Giang, rich

zone of Viet-Yen and Yen-Dung.
,II. hii. o-

Semi-low or low r.f. , quite

rich and rich--Lang-Giang and r./
Y on-Dung., I ,Vtoriill du• l

G,; ;ii • High, semi-high r.f. , average '5kg. 4oJ.

richness or poor--Lang-Giang,
Viet-Yen.

527 Git• 1100i h! 40l

I-id-
7U-a S&1,1 eiut High and very high r. f. of Id. 35 i 40

average or poor rictiness--Viet-
Yen, Yen-The, Hiep-Hoa.'

70-b S&m cAu -id-j Id. Id.

,i• ', ,un Average. quite rich or rich r.f.
-- Lang-Giang, UHieHoa, Viet-Yen,. Id. 45J.
Yen-The.

l1;jj d Timfll, 'hwon -id- I
slighitly moraiproductive than "d "'.

Tam muon VII in relativelyI richer lands.

_ _ _ _ _ _ __I_ _ _ _ _ _



GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE

PAI'RO.IIZED BY THE PROVINCE OF BACAGIANG

!nt dsdc blna 1:2- 9' Eluc Evoqie 1IfIiC Elioque
Wurelg puji

to'I If- 11(n senflh i de repiqungIe iih fleirni•nl fie rlcolle'repi- sur ' Pl. "'
juage quae . .; , .

V' . .no r

0O10A. 5ib a 1" -03 VihaO lobre ? q2tni2aine Fin Avri Ifelul Juin 103 A 13
0,26 brine dIul v I e r dtkbl Iul

0.. a.I.. 8 0.95 Il, . 2' decwa e Ill. Fill Mal III A 12
1, 2 "1 Jailavier d16lii Julia QX

0, 20. I lhl. 10 0,96 W,. 2 iulntaler Il.. 1 4 A 16
0: eJ•- lnvier QI

0. . i dZ II Iwi ill. ill. ill, 18 it 211

0-20- 3. A S 4 ill I Fin Mal I a lll?'3lle i- lilil i ne I- iliizaili 12 13
o. *22 d•bul Ju lip I1ir "pIlembire t h lh

~h/Q.0,20- Id. .4 I , 95 Id. Ill. -ll. l I t,." 4L,, lo-" 12 '

el evi re 000111~ Q%

0,20 Id, 8l 0., iw 11. h!. hi' . Ill t 12

Q x

0,22. Id. 12 1.1 i2' e~cade 2 quinzalne 2# diecadlc 2' eI 3' dielades 14 6 1
0,25 juln J "uillel Oclobre Novelllhre Q x

-h . Ill. 12 1- .15. ad. A l 1-'-

The indicated yields can be obtainod under normal conditions.

In practice, they can be inferior or superior in more unfavorable

situations or in richer lands.
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VI

SELECTED AND PATRONIZED VARIETIES
OF THE PROVIYCE OF HAI-DUONG

They are exactly 8 in number.

Varieties of the V munth: 4 patrorized varieties. 'Phee of
them were chosen among 69 puriLfied types originating from 25 popu-
lations which are local (12 different names). The fourth variety
is a native of Bac-giang and gave better results than the local
varieties in the tests.

Varieties of the X month: 4 patronized varieties. Three of
them were chosen among 53 piii':ified types originating from 46 local
populations (36 different names).; The fourth variety is a native of
the province of Hung-yen. Introduced in the tests, it showed itself
to be more productive than the local varieties.

a

I '- " _ v . ,J -J _ l
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GRAPHIC NOT RE PIWDUCUILE,
BOTANICAL~ CHAR~ACTERISTICS OF THE VARIETIES
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" /- CRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE

'PATRONIZED BY THE PROVINCE OF HAI-DUONO
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CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THlE VARIETIES
GOUT� ';AMS Q~i~kt wl Du'a-tiowr-

No., IAR NATURE OF THE RICE FIELDS seoeia used of the
of~ the varieties where the variety is to plant Nurnery

cultivated and area of 1hpctare
extension ____________

351 411ong chiem Hgh and quite high r.f.,
easily drainable, somewhat 354 kg. 60 to 2

rich or rich, argillosilial. days
cus, silico-argiliclous, all-
ial (Tu..Ky, Ninh-Giang,

264 Cau High and quite high r,f., r ch.
and quite rich, argillosili ci-
ous, silico-~argilicious, alJ]4v-
ia:! , clayish (Binh-Giang, id.i,
Chi-Linli, Nam Sach) Variety

-- ntrodu~ced from Bac-Giang.T

198-, Ch~iam chan1f. High and quite high r. f.,I(
Irich and quite ri.ch, argil3.q id. Wd
silicious, silico-argillace cus

____________ qjjyplj. ofai-duonr.

49 Bau Low, rich and quite rich r.i .
argillosilicious, alluvial

154 Giau nghe High and quite high r.f., ri zh,
omewhat rich or poor, argillb -
ilicious, silico-argillaceoup
layish, alluv'ial (Cam-Giang,
am Sach, Gia-Loc, Thanh-{a,

~inl~C~ag, u~-Tnnh ~ [n'35-4~2 kR. 45 to ?

',Mon, Dong-Trieu) -- Variety 4itro- dy
ýuced from Hung-Yen, very estli.med,
Susceptible to take a large4
txtension and to avantageousi7
sup~jX ocalLLua.iafl.

556 Gia Semi-high r.f., argillosilicý-
)us, alluvial, quite rich. J idi.
Later than Giau nghe 154 an1  Id d

-- __ __ __ __ a-& c e b d o a r. _ _ _ _ _ _

125 Quang nghel High, quite high r. f. , arg Io-0
ilicious, clayish, poor and
cid (Binh-Giang, Than-h-Mien) id., id.

M-0 Ru Hii h r.1. , .7-ich or vary rich , a gillo-
Bili Jous, silico-argillaceous ( nh-

Mon, am-Sach, Chi-Linh, Dong-Trie , Kim-.
Thanli Thanh-Ha, Tu-Ky, Gia-Loc, jNnh-Giang,

Vinh 0a). id.ý id.



GVRAPPIC NOT REPRODUCIW.E,

PATRONizED BY TýIE PROVINCE OF HAI-DUOMG

I el # briplna

lieIr 10111i-, do r eplqu agor~ ti lo ras o" 4IJ- ,j~ : '1 lieid fYclVte '.

*7 &uVg IN qusl I- titnan 2,r 2-1tI~~c; 1111r _____;22_A_2

I I.
X u''.4CIL

O 43 tot. Ifi 1 .1 1" quil'.' I- e 2gas0n gqlne 2 i 'g .'I2;u~. 1 A~~a 2 5

A 1~ 19 1 T T 1 izi I fQxPoIr:4 3

'XAII Sj tIlin~ i I

11 A V 24 P, 2Iaf . 1 Isiiar i IflY~l, I *gid.a~n 124 A 327

It uiloti I (J

lox2 d 1 # Id. ill, 11102-41o~cirni; '411 3n ik-cides 2(11 A 34
A Octish~re Nnverubre

The in diate yields can be obtained under normal conditions. In
practice, they can be Inferior or ouperior in Tiaore unfavorable sit-
uations or in richer lands.
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VII

SELECTED AND PATRONIZED VARIETIES
FROM THE P-OVINCE OF HUNG-Y•-E

They ar• exactly 5 in number.

Varieties of the V month: 3 patronized varieties. Two of them
wore chosen among 8 purified types originating from 4 local popula-
tioiob((4 different names). The third patronized variety is a native
of another province and gave better results than the local varieties
in comparative tests.

Varieties of the X month: 2 patronized varieties. They w.re
chosen among 34 purified types originating from 31 local popula-
tions k23 different names). One of the varietieu is constituted by
a line chosen among 50 lines issued from the purified type.'
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BiOTANICAL CHAPACTEPICSTICS OF~ THlE VARIETIES
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,%t ! L%,arli'Olh dui

IW T~ wiptonk'KI Al.i .1 tI Ami'dn'-1 Aripair Blanche I Lcii~re- Ir~colere 'idu wag

Id Ii. 14d. Id.

2.1 C ~ hih M -141 I i ('onid. IolrS Id.

19-11 Giau rill) G vP ng Ai doni - A ki t Bl n h Colorte. locolor.1  lu ap

X1I GIAu Irgin c6c'4phong Sd. ISd. hi. Id. Sd. Id.
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/ R*AP['I C INOT 1{LT:P1{DuJCW1BA.

PATRONIZED BY THEI PROVIR~CE OF FlUNG-YEN
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E~ j Oi i.,' v'rlkt_ 1ý Cu 11v~~H qlh, do In
d"valdtkpoor liil1

et aire d'exlenisIon repiquer
it.I( -f I hectare n'tre

Varirl~s da cu

221 T~pSigo " FIediocre land, average richnef 'to kg. 55 65

;ilico-alrgillaC*OUS or clayish jotirs

•.ir-dong, An-Phi, Tien-Lu--
Variety very cultivated

a~ol-~iIngAverage land or- a Alittle deep3W II;1hng average richness, silico-a'~il WI..

[Iaceous--Kim-Dong, An-Thi, Tiei

nLu--Variety introduced fironi

21, C~l...1-iidctle or low land, quite rich!
214Ch~i~ CII~lI layish-414y-Rao , Yen.-My--Var- tId. Wl.

laety littlc, cultivated, :Local.-

1sed above all in Hung-Yen No~t

Mididlre "and, xvcra-e richnene Yge(xfl

gob Gilu can 3ilicoargillaceous or clayish
Khoai-Chau, An-Thi, Kim-Dong, 60 kg. 40 M 44

Tion-Lu--Va'iet~Y nuaceptible 
Jourz

to replace advanitageounly the

ocal Giau trang.

14iddle land, average richnesel
I XfI Gli~L, Ir~nt, ilicoargillaceous or clayish II id,

lignia-Y-hoai.-Chau, An'-Thi, Kim-Done

[aon-Lu--Very widespread var-
iety.

L . _________NOWI



- GRAPHIC NOT R, EPRODUCIBLE
PATRONIZED BY THE PROVINCE OF HUNG-YEA
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The indicated Yields caa be obtained under normal conditions ,1

practice, they can be inferior or superior in Qoro unfavorable

eituatione or in richer lndtie
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